Document clustering that is one of core technology of text mining is useful for macro analysis of large scale of documents. However it is difficult that analyst efficiently knows which clusters include important information from the result of document clustering. This paper presents a method to support
a detection of social problems using newspaper articles. The proposed method is based on a hierarchical clustering algorithm. The hierarchical clustering algorithm is able to generate a dendrogram of clusters according to the similarity of document vectors. The document vector is calculated on length and position of term in the document. And we define two new measures to detect important clusters from the dendrogram. One is called density which is a measure of relevancy of documents in the cluster. The density is calculated from rate of term that documents in cluster shared. The other is called centrality which is a measure of relevancy of clusters. The centrality is calculated from depth of shared ancestor of clusters in the dendrogram and the number of documents in the cluster. We conducted experiments to evaluate the proposed method using NIKKEI newspaper articles which describe to the organizational hazards caused by Japanese industries and found that the proposed method is able to detect important clusters from the dendrogram genetrated by the hierarchical clustering. 329  47  78  74  192  27  29  7  23  1  23  2003  340  241  36  63  147  41  29  12  12  23  0 [5] (4) [5] , , , , . . NTT , Vol. 18, No. 5, pp. 22-25, 2006. [8] , , , . .
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